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Text: Philippians 3:10-16
Main Idea: Once we realize that Jesus is the greatest treasure,
we inevitably will go hard after Him!
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1. ___________________________ do we go hard after God? (10-11)

1.



Because even though we have come to know Christ, we
want to ___________________________ Him more! (v. 8, 10a)
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- to know Him more ____________________________________.
- to know the __________________ of His resurrection more.
- to know the _____________________ of His sufferings more.
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Because even though we are being changed, we want to
be _________________ more into the likeness of Christ. (10b)
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Because even though we are in Christ, we want to be
___________________________________ with Him forever. (v. 11)
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2. ___________________________ do we go hard after God? (12-16)
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Be ___________________________: “Not that I have already
obtained it.” (v. 12-13a)
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Be __________________________: “One thing I do.” (v. 13a)
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Be _________________________: “Forget what lies behind &
reach forward.” (v. 13b)
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Be _______________________________________: “I press on!” (14)
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Be __________________________________________: “Let us hold
true to what we have attained!” (v. 15-16)
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